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Characteristic times in the homeotropic to planar transition in

cholesteric liquid crystals

P. WATSON*, V. SERGAN, J. E. ANDERSON, J. RUTH and P. J. BOS
Liquid Crystal Institute, Kent State University, Kent, OH 44242, USA

(Received 5 October 1998; accepted 23 December 1998 )

The e� ect of surfaces on the relaxation from the homeotropic state to the planar state of
cholesteric liquid crystals is investigated. By using an optical retro-re¯ ection technique, the
orientation and pitch of cholesteric helices as a function of time have been isolated for various
surface treatments. It is found that the pitch relaxes to its minimum value in a matter of
milliseconds, independent of surface treatment. Secondary pitch relaxations take place after
this. The time dependence of the angular distribution of helical axes is also found to be
complex, operating on several time scales.

1. Introduction called the p̀lanar’ state as the c̀holesteric’ state, because
of its non-planar nature, and to avoid confusion withIt is well established that the relaxation of cholesteric

liquid crystals from the homeotropic (H) state to the planar surface alignments.
Cholesteric liquid crystals can re¯ ect light throughplanar cholesteric (P) state involves a conical relaxation

to a metastable long-pitch Grandjean state known as Bragg re¯ ection, because the cholesteric helix is a periodic
structure. Light of a wavelength (inside the material) equalthe transient planar (TP), followed by the evolution of

the equilibrium state [1± 4]. This relaxation is commonly to the pitch of the liquid crystal is re¯ ected, providing
that it has circular polarization of the same twist sensegiven a characteristic relaxation time of about 200 ms

[5], based on optical re¯ ection observations at an as the helix, and that the light propagation direction is
along the helical axis. Helical axes tipped by an angle hoblique angle using a di� use light source. However, a

single characteristic time is not su� cient to describe the from the incident light will re¯ ect light with a shorter
wavelength, as lmax = nP cos h, where n is the averagecomplex dynamics of this very rich transition. In this

study, we characterize the time scales of the various index of refraction of the material [7]. Light of the
opposite circular polarization is not re¯ ected. Maximumrelaxation processes using experimental techniques.

Yang and Lu derived the elastic free energy of a re¯ ection is obtained in samples with greater than about
5 full pitches of the cholesteric helix [8].cholesteric system during the H to TP relaxation from

the Frank± Oseen equation as a function of the polar
angle and the chirality, and have theoretically estimated

2. Experimentaland experimentally determined the TP pitch to be approxi-
To determine the orientation of helical axes in amately P0 K 33 /K 22 [6]. Here, P0 is the equilibrium planar

cholesteric material, Khan et al. [9] developed an experi-pitch, K 22 the twist elastic constant, and K 33 the bend
mental system using a ® xed collimated light source andelastic constant for the liquid crystal material. Their
a movable detector. Taheri et al. [10] have pointed outderivation assumes a conical relaxation to TP.
the advantages of an experimental system where onlyThe transient planar is not, however, a stable state.
light re¯ ected directly back toward a collimated sourceAssuming it to be a perfect Grandjean state, the elastic
is detected. In this case, light is detected only fromtwist energy of the TP may be written as:
cholesteric domains with helical axis parallel to the
direction of detection, with re¯ ective wavelength lmax= nP

ftwist= 2p
2AK 22

P
2
0 BA1 Õ

K 22

K 33B2

[7]. We have developed such a system, incorporating
sub-millisecond time resolution.

In order to alleviate this high elastic energy, the material As may be seen in ® gure 1, our experimental apparatus
undergoes a transition to the planar state. In this study, consists of three systems of standard components. These
we will occasionally refer to what has historically been include a light source (1), a block of electronic com-

ponents (2), and a block of optical components (3). The
light source includes a high power halogen lamp focused*Author for correspondence; e-mail: phil@scorpio.kent.edu
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732 P. Watson et al.

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement.

on the input of a ® bre optic light guide (FO), a focusing normalization signal. This measured signal at each wave-
length is divided by the normalization signal, and unityassembly (FA) and an Oriel Multispec monochromator

(M). The block of optical components is placed in a black is subtracted from this quotient to give the recorded
signal, R = (M /N ) Õ 1 = [(C +N )/N ] Õ 1 = C /N . Thisbox, and includes a collimating assembly (CA) which

produces a nearly parallel beam of monochromatic light, ensures that all wavelengths for a cell at a speci® c angle
are equally weighted. Because the entire optical systema long focal length lens (L), a semitransparent mirror

(M2), an aluminum mirror (M1), and a rotating liquid is enclosed in a shielding box, background light noise is
negligible.crystal cell holder. The block of electronic components

includes a Stanford Research Systems digital DS345 Cells used in this study had 5mm cell gaps, and were
® lled with a mixture of Merck liquid crystal 18349Synthesized Function Generator (WS), a 120 V bipolar

ampli® er (A), a four channel digitizing Tektronix TDS420A and CB15 chiral additive, with a maximum equilibrium
re¯ ection at about 640nm. Surface treatments includedoscilloscope (O), and a photodiode (Ph) as a re¯ ected

light detector. The voltage applied to the sample is a a strong homeotropic surfactant (Aldrich octadecyltri-
chlorosilane, which will be referred to as s̀ilane’ ), a45± 50 Vpp a.c. 1kHz signal modulated by a 1 Hz square

waveform (100% amplitude modulation). Both the homeotropic polyimide (Nissan 7511), an unrubbed
planar polyimide (Dupont 2555), and a rubbed planarmodulation and function signals are produced by WS.

The output signal of Ph is monitored by the oscilloscope polyimide (Dupont 2555). We will focus primarily on
the rubbed planar and strong homeotropic surfaces,when the modulation is low.

Two independent factors determine the angular these being su� cient to illustrate which aspects of the
relaxation are in¯ uenced by surface properties.resolution of the optical block. These are the divergence

of the beam of light (with angle ~5ß ) used for cell
illumination, and the physical dimensions of the dia- 3. Results

From the measured optical response at various wave-phragm D and the spot of light on the cell surface.
Physical measurements of the angular resolution (using lengths for a cell, a 3-dimensional graph of re¯ ected

intensity vs. wavelength and time for the data can bea mirror in place of the cell) suggest that the true angular
resolution is Ô 2ß . constructed. Figure 2 (a) represents the initial relaxation

process for a cell with a strong planar (rubbed 2555)In order to ensure that the signal is properly
normalized, light re¯ ected from mirror M1 is measured alignment. Light was incident on the sample at an angle

a= 5ß from the cell normal direction. From Snell’s law,at each wavelength when the cell is in the homeotropic
state (before the ® eld is removed). This signal, which with an average index of refraction of 1.6 for the host

liquid crystal, this corresponds to helices tilted 3.0ß Ô 1.7ßwe will refer to as the ǹormalization signal,’ gives
the wavelength dependence of the light source, mono- from the cell normal direction. Note that the TP and P

peaks are clearly apparent in this graph. The TP reacheschromator, and detector. During relaxation, the signal
measured by the photodiode includes re¯ ections from its maximum re¯ ectance at 1.3 ms, fading to zero by

3 ms. The P re¯ ection grows more slowly, reaching itsthe cell as well as from the mirror; that is, M = C +N ,
where M is the total measured signal, C corresponds to maximum of 4.8 a.u. on our scale for this angle at about

900 ms, well outside the range of this plot.signal from light re¯ ected from the cell, and N is the
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733Homeotropic to planar in cholesterics

630nm is completed in about 5 ms (® gure 3) for both
surface. To see changes in the helical axis distribution,
the re¯ ected intensity integrated over all measured
wavelengths (data was summed from 375 to 1100 nm,
with a bin size of 25nm, and divided by the number of
wavelengths) at various times in the relaxation as a
function of a is shown in ® gure 4. The TP re¯ ection at
small angles is somewhat brighter than that at larger
angles. During the transition time, the re¯ ected intensity
takes on a much wider angular distribution. The distri-
bution for the silane cell remains somewhat peaked at
small angles, while that of the planar cell is largely ¯ at.

Figure 3. Re¯ ective maximum vs. time for x = 5ß for planar
and homeotropic cells.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Optical response vs. wavelength and time for
(a) planar cell, (b) homeotropic cell.

Figure 2 (b) shows similar observations on the silane
cell. Again, the TP and P peaks are clearly apparent. In
the relaxation from the TP to P state, the measured
brightness reached 70% of its maximum value for this
angle in 10 ms. The maximum re¯ ection from this cell
at this angle was 1.4 a.u., occurring at 210 ms.

If we plot the wavelength of maximum re¯ ection (lmax )
against time for a= 5ß , we ® nd that the relaxation to a Figure 4. Re¯ ective intensity vs. a, for planar and homeotropic

cells.pitch corresponding to a maximum re¯ ection at about
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734 P. Watson et al.

In the P state, the angular distribution for the silane various wavelengths with a= 5ß . Note how the longer
wavelengths have a complex re¯ ectance curve, risingcell remains wide, while that for the rubbed 2555 cell

becomes highly peaked. quickly to a peak, then decreasing somewhat before
rising again. This type of relaxation curve has beenOn looking at the same relaxation continuing out

to 20 s, other e� ects are seen. Figure 5 (a) shows the reported several times previously [5, 11].
In order to determine the cause of the complexmeasured response from the rubbed 2555 cell at wave-

lengths ranging from 525 to 675nm with a= 5ß . Note curves in ® gure 5, we wish to separate the e� ects of pitch
variation and helical axis reorientation. Examinationthat the re¯ ectance at longer wavelengths tends to

fall o� more gradually than at shorter wavelengths. of the intensity integrated over wavelength provides a
picture of changes in the total re¯ ection at various anglesFigure 5 (b) shows the re¯ ectance from the silane cell at
as a function of time (® gure 6). These graphs represent
the intensity integrated from 500 to 700nm with a bin
size of 25nm. The values from all bins are summed, and
the sum is divided by the number of bins. The data are
expected to be closely related to the density of helical axes
along the measured direction (corrected for refraction).
Notice that the re¯ ection increases with time at larger

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Re¯ ective intensity vs. time for a= 5ß : (a) planar Figure 6. Integrated re¯ ective intensity vs. time: (a) planar
cell, (b) homeotropic cell.cell, (b) homeotropic cell.
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735Homeotropic to planar in cholesterics

angles for the silane cell, while it increases and then a knowledge of the dependence of the re¯ ected intensity
on wavelength.decreases at small angles. We wish to have a formulaic

Our method of reconstructing the data is as follows.representation of the decrease in intensity at a= 5 ß for
First, we take the re¯ ection spectrum from the silanethe silane cell for numerical calculations to be explained
cell at a particular time, then ® t this spectrum to abelow. We found that the shape of the integrated re¯ ectance
mathematical expression with a parameter lmax corres-response of the silane cell at a= 5ß after a time of 200 ms
ponding to the peak wavelength of the spectrum. It ismay be ® t as f (t )= 0.493+0.0394 Ö exp(Õ 2.499t), with
necessary to have the spectrum as a function of lmaxa standard error of 0.0003. For the rubbed planar cell,
because lmax will be varied in time to simulate the observedthe re¯ ection intensity vs. time increases only at very
change in pitch. The shape of the experimentally measuredsmall angles, while it decreases for all other angles.
spectrum does not change signi® cantly after the ® rst(Remember that the 3ß re¯ ection refers to cholesteric
second of the relaxation, even though the position ofhelices 2ß Ô 1.7ß from the substrate normal direction.
the curve along the wavelength axis changes consider-Also note the di� erent time scales over which these
ably. Thus, sliding the spectrum in time by varying lmaxreorientations of helices take place.)
provides a reasonable approximation of the observedTo determine how the pitch is changing as a function
pitch relaxation. lmax (t ) is set to the experimentallyof time, we observed the wavelength of maximum
observed values (that is, an analytical ® t to the changere¯ ectance at a= 5ß as a function of time, now over
in wavelength of maximum re¯ ection) as described above.times up to 10 s. The maximum re¯ ected wavelength for
At this point in the reconstruction process, we have aboth samples decreased to 628nm in about 5 ms before
mathematical expression for the re¯ ection as a functionincreasing to its ® nal value of 640nm in about 10 s. This
of time and wavelength, taking into account the observedthird modi® cation of wavelength was gradual until about
change in pitch, but neglecting the observed change in1 s, after which lmax increased approximately logarith-
helical axis distribution. In order to take variations inmically, ® t as g (t)= 631+9.42 Ö exp[Õ 0.551( t Õ 1)],
re¯ ection due to changes of the helical axis distributionwith a standard error of 0.47.
into account, we multiply the amplitude of the re¯ ection at
each time t and wavelength l with the value of the curve

4. Discussion corresponding to a decrease in brightness due to changes
Considering these data, the following observations in the helical axis distribution at that t. Details of this

can be made about the relaxation. The liquid crystal, process will be described in the next paragraph.
initially in a homeotropic nematic con® guration, relaxes The mathematical expression for the re¯ ection
to a transient planar state with pitch equal to P 0 K 33 /K 22 spectrum of silane at a= 5ß and at an arbitrary time
in about 1.3 ms, independent of the surface alignment (1 s) was obtained by ® tting the measured spectrum to
used. From the transient planar, the material undergoes a summation of three gaussians, as
a second relaxation to a pitch somewhat shorter than
P 0 (see above). It is particularly interesting to note that h (l, l1 )= 0.219 +0.7774 expCÕ 0.5Al Õ l1 +18

55.6 BDthe approximate equilibrium pitch is obtained in 5 ms,
independent of surface alignment.

The main e� ect of surface treatment is on the orientation +0.28 expCÕ 0.5Al Õ l1 Õ 12

23.6 BDof helical axes of the P state. During the relaxation from
TP to P, the helical axes become widely distributed,

+0.054 expCÕ 0.5Al Õ l1 +55
15.6 BDwith a slightly wider distribution for the cell with planar

alignment. As time increases, the helical distribution of
the silane cell widens somewhat over a period of 2 s, A value of 0.02 was obtained for the rms di� erence
while for the rubbed 2555 cell, the helical distribution between this formula and the measured spectrum. Note
becomes very narrow, producing a mirror-like re¯ ective that this approximation is not meant to provide any
state after about 20 s. insight into the nature of the re¯ ection spectrum, but

Now, consider the longer time scale e� ects shown in merely to provide a formulaic representation of the
® gure 5 (b). We believe that the complex curves seen at re¯ ection spectrum (with respect to the reference point l1 )
wavelengths greater than 625nm may be explained as a for ease of numerical manipulation. Once this ® t was
result of a third relaxation of the pitch (described above) determined, the maximum wavelength l1 in the obtained
combined with a relaxation in the helical axis distri- function was replaced with a function lmax (t), de® ned
bution. To test this hypothesis, we have reconstructed as 631nm at times less than 1 s, and as g (t ), the
the intensity vs. time curves for the silane cell at a= 5ß exponential ® t to the data from the third pitch relaxation,

at times greater than 1 s, as described in the previousfrom information gathered on these two relaxations and
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736 Homeotropic to planar in cholesterics

the dynamics of pitch change from the dynamics of the
distribution of cholesteric helical axes. Doing so has
enabled us to determine much about the nature of the
relaxation from the homeotropic state to the planar
state (via the transient planar state), and the e� ects of
surfaces on this relaxation. In particular, we have found
that the surfaces do not have a signi® cant e� ect on the
time for the pitch to change from the transient planar
state to the planar state. For cells with very di� erent
surface conditions, the time for the equilibrium pitch to
be observed was about 5 ms. The primary e� ect of the
surfaces at times less than 1 s was on the distribution
of helical axes in the cell. Additionally, we have used
the retro-re¯ ection technique to demonstrate that, the
unusual curves that are often observed at longer time
scales in cells with homeotropic surface anchoring, can
be explained as resulting from a slow change in helical
axis distribution combined with an unexpected slow
change in the pitch of the material.Figure 7. Calculated re¯ ective intensity vs. time curves.

We thank Hugh Wonderly for supplying the empty cells.section. This substitution resulted in a surface A1 (l, t) in
This work was funded by DARPA N61331-96-C-0042.a space with coordinates of wavelength, time, and ampli-
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